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A. PERSONAL DATA

1. Subject was born in Cernowitz on 16 October 1907.
He is a machine construction engineer and has studied at the
Technican High School in Bordeaux and the Technical High School
in Milweyda, Saxony.

2. Aliases:

a. fn the GIS: Carol Eamau 
b. In the JOINT Service: smeliach ERI (the courier

ERI).

3. He worked for the firm of  WACHALOqbiLI  ia Vienna XX
until 1926 and later in 1926 he emigrated to Aumania where he
worked for the saw mills of the firm of 041-(PiLTIOA until 1928.

4. In 1928 he anigrated to South Ameriaa and worked
as a machine construction engineer for the AEG in Montevideo.

5/. In 1930 he returned to Vienna and founded the firm
of Michael STEIN and Co., located at Vorgartenstrasse, Vienna XX,
which manufaUfUra powder-boxes a la Viennese.

B. FIRST CONTACT -WITH THE GIS.

6. In 1939 he was arrested by the Gestapo in a Jew-
arresting razzia and brought to Gestapo headquarters. There he
was interrogated and the Gestapo was very interested in his
linguistic abilities. (He speaks Hungarian, French, Spanish,
Rumanian, German and Yiddish .) They were also interested in
his travels abroad.. After a slaty of one week he was interroga-
ted again by a man who presented himself as one BQGNI.R. and who
said that if he wanted to "work" for the "Army" he would be
given his freedom. The other alternative was that he would be
left to the fate which awaited the other Jews. He accleeded
and was immediately liberated. BOGNER took him to a cafe and
there explained that he was to be sent as a WIT agent to Hungary
to collect military information.

7. Later he was presented to his actual chief, one
Major BAGEL, chief of I Wi t Ast Vienna. He was told that to
completT-ffig mission successfully he .was first to be trained.
He was actually sent to a school established in a small house
in Klosterneuburg-Weydling, where he was taught W/T transmission
together with five or six other students. ae remained there
four weeks.
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8. After the completion of his course, he was again
seen by WEL, who told him that he was to reside in Budapest.
tie also instructed ilia that to establiah a sufficient cover,
he was to be officially a traveller fot tae transport firm of

Co., Boersenplatz, Budapest.

C. MISSION IN ISTANBUL AND SYhIA.

9. During the next interview with BAGEL, he was told
that he was to travel Lith a Hungarian passport under the name
of Carol POPESCU (he was given a Roumanian name because he
speaks Rumanian better that he speaks Hungarian.) At that
time BAGEL wanted him to go to Syria and collect military informa-
tion there.

10. Subject duly left for Budapest and establistEed
his cover with the firm of NT • Once this was finidhed he
looked for some way to avoTh teking the trip to Syria. It
should be known that Subject is a fervent Zionist and has a
step-brother, Dr. Theodore WEISEi9who is the leader of
the Zionist movement in . the	 ovina. s soon as Subject
could, he contacted Samuel WRINOMAN.ot a jeweller by profession
who was the leader Of the ZfUhrit'd457Vement in Budapest, asking
him for advice.

11. SPRINGMAN told him to proceed to Istanbul and to
contact there DIT. who was the local representative of
the JOINT, and to fTrtIm the entire story.

12. Subject arrived in Ist.anbul in February 1941 and
immediately contacted GOLDIN in his Suite in the Hotel Contin-
ental. GOLDIN then called up someone, and soon an Englishman
arrived, who later proved to be the aide to the Military Attache
of the British Embassy, Major O'LEARY (?). The "middleman"
t.,.old him that they wouI1nut,tut baject, that he should pro-
deed to Syria, ostensibly make a trip around the country and
come back to Istanbul. In the meantime some false information
would be prepared for Subject to take back to Hungary.

13. In February 1941 Subject went tO Syria, stayed
there for two weeks, in Beyrouth, and Allsppo, ret,,urned to
Istanbul and telephoned GOLaN, who must have notified the
Britisher because he arrived in Subject's hotel a few hours
later. JPLRARY ..,eve him the prepared intelligence for the
GIS, whfölFfilled the intelligence requirements of BAGEL.
At the same time, the Britisher asked him to collen—Mmer
political and economic intelligence and handed him a list of
eighteen or nineteen requirements.
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14. WILRILalso gave Subject some letters and immigra-
tion certificates for SPRINGMAN for a number of Hungarian Jewish
children who were to be transported to Palestine.

15. Subject returned to Budapest in March 1941 tele-
graphed his chief BAGEL	 at his cover address of the VOSSWe k
Gunthergasse 3, Vrenna 11. Two days later BAGEL metbjeotin
Budapest and declared himself very satisfied with the inCormation.
Two weakel later BAGEL was again in Budapest and told 4ubjeot that
he was to return to Syria and this time stay longer and establish
W/T communication& The W/T set was to be given him by the Italian
Vice Consul SEUKRI, an Arab, in Beyrouth.

D. MISSIONS FOR THE TOINT, DA ROLE FOR THE BRITISH

16‘ SPRINGMAN was duly informed of the entire business
and helped hith with his visa. Until then Subject collected
information for the Britisher and waited for the letters wiiich
SPRINGMAN was preparing for GOLDIN.

17. In June 1941 bubject arrived in Istanbul and called
GOLDIN. This time GOLDIN sent a certain P RET(alias WENIA),
a Palestinian, who was sent by the Palestine ilewish Agency as a
"liaison man" to  GOLDIN. WENIA was given the lists of children
which SPRINGMAN wanted to emigrate from Hungary and was told of
SubjecfrETTITORT WENIA promised to call back the next day and
brought with him ttiTIFYitisher who offered gubjact all material
help possible. In case he needed protection the Britisher was'
ready to have him emigrate to Kenya or oouth Americat Subject
refused and wanted to continue doing this work, but he was
extremely reluctant to continue work for the German Intelligence
Servide.

18. At this time the British were occupying yria and
it became Impossible for Subject to go there and contact the
Italian Vice Consul in Beyrouth. During the eight days in which
he stayed in Istanbul he carefully continued his cover activities
as a travelling representative of the NEMETH firm and actually
concluded a number of business.deals with a certain . A3AXMANN of
the transport firm of KUEHNE  and NAGEL. In the meantIMB—he--
waited until the immegration certtYriites for the Hungarian
children were ready. When they were handed to him he left for
Budapest4

19. Upon his return he contacted BAGEL whom he told of
his impossibility to penetrate into Syria owing to the increased
surveillance of the British troops there. BAGEL advised him to
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stay in Budapest until Subject heard from him. After three
weeks Subject was informed by BAGEL'S Budapest representative,
one Dr. GROVIC, to meet B-AGEL in the Hotel Carlton. Thelatter
then inf5Farehim that he was to establish an intelligence net
covering Syria, Cypus, Palestine and Iraq and establish his
residence in Istanbul with a sufficient cover. BAGEL told him
that he would certainly find a number of Arabian gationalists who
would be excellent agents. On one occasion BAGEL presented him
t...o an Arabian Nationalist named SUPITH ZABEN.(?),Alias ALI,who
gave him a letter of recommendattnr -Ta—N-SWIAn prince called

ititq
in Istanbul. BAGEL later gave Subject 1500 dollars and

t6 to proceed to Istanbul to establish his net-work.

20. Subject returned to J-stanbul in October 1941 and
apart from the intelligence which he had collected for the Brit-
isher he took with him a number of reports prepared for GOLDIN
from SPRINGMAN and Dr. h.11.AUSS,, the president of the Jewiiii775E
munity in Budapest.

• 21. Subject du]y delivered the Jewish information to
WENIA  and the collected intelligence to the Britisher. O'LEARY1
instructed subject as to the story Subject was to give to his
German chief, promised to him to give all the DA-material
possibrle and even instructed Subject as to the names of some of
his new alleged Arabian Nationalist couriers (ACHMED, KALI and
MUSTAFA) which he was to mention to his German7Mr."-----

22. The JOINT, in the person of WENIA, asked him
whether it would be possible to establish a courier net of
intelligence value for them emanating from Budapest. T-he plan
would work something as follows: The JOINT wanted to give
Subject a certain number of letters asking their correspondent
in Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Germany to write them re-
ports about the situation of the d ews in their respective count-
ries. Subject was to try to find couriers who for money would
transport these letters to their destinations. These destinations
were (for Vienna) Dr. Leopold	 r leader of the ewish
Ctimmunity In Vienna, (for Pra e a certain Heinz	 x a
member of the Jewish community in Prague who was in atrect con-
tact with the inmates of the concentration camp of Theresien-
stadt. The JOINT would give oubject a huge amount of money which
was to be distributed to the different recipients and to the
couriers who would transport the JOINT demands to the final
destinations. Other places where letters were addressed to were
Pressburg, a number of cities in Poland and in the Ukraine.
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2. ks soon as 3ub.-ject returned to Budapest and had
delired the English DA-material to his cnief, who declared him-
self extrmcly satisfied with it, he began establishing a plan
to have the letters of e riquiry from the JOINT delivered to their
destinations, ana hare th.: proper answers find their way back to
him in Budapest. Or]...-e of the conditions of Subject's work for the
Germans was that he wculd not re-enter Austria while he was work-
ing for them. he was thus obliged to find couriers among former
friends or casual acqueint 'anccs, from the Abwehr who could enter
Austria.

24. Subjc,ot knew a certain qggiiAgXalias aakollz,
from his days tn Vienna. He knew him. as a itno--good" who was
looking for easy money and was willing to work for anyone as
long as they paid. SCHWAW7,  and his partner FrGverere both
working for the	 Budapest; simply beca 	  t them out
of the Army, and it allowed them to travel everywhere under the
cover of intelligence missions. SChlivARTZ and IIIENINGER actually 

-	 •were smulin	 • •	 • • •;•-- . • ii	 zsd were
making a lot 'of money on ths side. Subject sLaply approacded
SCHWARTZ with the following business proposition: to deliver
the JOINT letter to SCHUSTER in.P:?ague and 50,000 at t end to
bring back the answer. For this SCLWARTZ was to receive 20,000
RM. SCHWARTZ agreed and soon h.-rought back the answer for the
JOINT. Anther trip of_SCBWARTZ_was even more sensational: he
was able to smuggle the JOINT enquiry letter into the coneentr-
tion camp of Bensburg, and received in return a four-page letter
signed by twelve prominent Jews about the situation in the camp,
citing names and facts. SCHWARTZ also managed to smuggle a
number of letters of JOINT enquiries to their destinations in
Poland and brought back the demanded information.

25. Soon WIENINGE was pressed into the deal for
letters of enquiry a ressed to Pressburg, for which he also was
richly rewarded. He also brought back the information of the
situation of the Jews im Czechoslovakia. Both  SCHWARTZ and
WIENINGER  were told that apart from the ' money they received from
the Subject for their courier	 were pronised flail

atethatIlx.stil_tilfg1111=4_.-s twhen the war was
ended, although it was known that they were agents for the GIS.
WIENINGER was the one who transported the JOINT letter to Dr.
LOWENHERZ to Vienna.

26.
Istanbul with
tior gathered
and political
was satisfied

In the beginning of January 1943, Subject left for
all the JOINT letters delivered and all the informa-
for the JOINT. he also had with him the economic
intelligence which the Britisher had asked, and
with the fact that his German employer, Major BAGEL,
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was extremely pleased with his imaginary net-work of Arab
nationalists working in the Near East. The letters from the
concentration camp of Bensburg were hailed as quite an achiev-
ment and found immediately their way to Jerusalem, where they
were given wide publicity. It helped enormously to aid in the
collection of moneys which the JOINT was making for its emigra-
tion action.

27. This first attempt of getting information out of
the German-occupied countries was so good that liggle.Kthe Jewish
Agency man, surrounded hi,iself with a "working alliMittee" con-
sisting of the following Jewish Agency representatives: ENIA, 
BADER-r 4gLefir	 	  Wgiikaii,144:4" Some of thelA remained in

a ul,	 rs serve as cour e to the Jewish Agency in
Jerusalem. T-he "working committee" was so enthusiastic about
the work of SCHWARTZ that they asked Subject to bring him over
to Istanbul to have personal contact with him. But it was only
after a number of similar trips as the one described above that
Subject finally took SCHVARTZ to Istanbul to present him to the
"working committee" and to the Britisher O'LEARY.

28. The money which Subject received from the JOINT
to transmit to the recipients in German occupied countries and
to pay his own couriers to them was given to him in the form of
gold coins (napoleons d'or). Every time he arrived in Budapest
he was obliged to*change the on the Black 4.arket for pengoe or
other n—ational currency needed. SPRINGkaN  who was a jeweler by
profession, had recommended to Subject la Black Market dealer in
gold and jewels named Qwith whom he was a life-long friend.
(winter 19421. SPRIN	 4  new that GROSS was not very clean in
his methods, and that  GROSS, to safeguard his position with the
Hungarians and the Germans, was working for their respect,ive
intelligence services. But he considered that the means justiaes
the end and first recommended GROSS to subject in a similar way
in which Subject was using SCLIvidtTZ and iIEN ,iNGLR;  namely as a
courier to deliver letters to new 'recipients and brigg b'ack
the information which the JOINT (and the Jewish Agency) wanted
from the German-occupied countries.

29. There was one channel of enquiry which had not
yet been opened; namely towards Uszarod in Carpatho-Ukraine.
GROSS declared himself willing to deliver the letters of
enquiry and to collect the information demanded by the JOINT.
Later, Subject exchanged bigger and bigger amounts of gold coins
through GROSS who began asking a number of ambarassing questions
as to the origin of the coins. Finally SPRINGMa_proposed that
he initiate GROSS into the entire operation. This was done
around the beginning of 1943. GROSS continued his own
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intelligence activi ties and delivered letters to the Ukraine
whenever Subject brought them from Istanbul, One day GROSS
told Subject that ne wanted to go to Istanbul on some bL----Tirnss
and sine& he had never been there he wanted Subject to allow
him to join him on one of his trips. 1e J3 would see to it
that all of his own papers were in order and would not bother
Subject in any way. To this Subject acceeded and for the first
time took GROSS to Istanbul in January 1943.

30. GROSS was presented by Subject to WENIA. GROSS
promised to help the JOINT courier service by carrying letters
and bringing back the answers wherever the JOINT wanted it.
Subject asserts that he did not know that GROSS did, nor whom
he contacted in Istanbul. He does not think that GROSS ever
contacted Dr. GOLDIN,  who actually was left entirely out of the
business owing to his official position. Subject does not know
whether GROSS contacted the Austrian Resistance people nor
whether he had any dealings,with them.

31. SCHWARTZ was presented. by Subject during the
summer of 1943 to WENIA and was congratulated for nis work of
bringing out letters from the concentration camp of Bensburg.
He also promised to do everything possible to help the JO NT
in its work, particularly after he was later presented
Britisher byldAW and received the assurance that shnuld any-
thing go wrong not only the JOINT but also the British Govern-
ment, who was aware of the JOIN-T activities, would do everything
possible to help him.

32, Subject was asked a numbPof questions about the
Austrian Resistance movement in Istanbul; about MESSNER, RUEDIGER
etc., and he asserts that he never was interested in it nor ia
its personalities; that his DA work for the British, his intelli-
gence Work in Hungary for them, and the work for the JOINT seemed
to be filling his days enough without having to bother about
other people's activities in Istanbul. While he wa8 in Istanbul,.
of course, he was extremely careful to keep up his cover activi-
ties, and spent his entire day working with _1_3.4.10:on transport -
business for his Hunc;arian civilian chiefs, the transport firm
of NEMETH, and did only contact WENIA or the B.Titish at night
after the most extensive security measures. One day UEBERALL
presented him to tn American in civilian clothes, at-VETTFEFE-
ment, whose name he understood to be BIRGDE (?). This was
simply done by WENIA to show Subject"Lhat	 nlso the Americans
were aware of the activities of Subject and of the "work Com-
mittee" af Palestinians and the American gave Subject the
assurance that in any case he could also count on whatever help
he wanted from the Americans, should soMething go wrong (early 1943)
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33. Subject met Commander EARLE quite accidentally
in a rug-dealer's shop where they wel77-5Tgether offered coffee
by the owner David BEY (early 1943). T.-hey began talking to-
gether and when EART2—heatd that Subject was a "Hungarian" he
said t hat he kne% Budapest very Well. They never broached the
subject of Subject's inelligenca activities and Subject doubts
whether EARLE ever knew with whom he talked. Anyway, some time
later EARLE invited Subject to his apartment and asked Subject
to transport a letter and a gold $20 coin to a girl friend of his
in Budapest (name forgotten). This was done. Sub ject knew a
man called Freiherr von DACE'S, who also worked in the transport
firm of NEMETH in BuucTest and whom Subject knew to be a leading
member of the Hungarian. Royalist movement together with Prince
PALAVICIN/I. In the eumiaer of 1943, DACHS asked Subject to take h(
a-71-61171-1. 7-som him, addrzseed. co Otto  von _:_e..9BURG in 14 ew York
to Ist/anbul and to E60 that iZ.; was forwarded. T/his Subject
did. He gave the letter to LAiiiE,  who assured him that he would .
send it on to the Austrian Pxetender, who then lived as "Due
du Bar" JAI the Hotel ESSJX, in New York City.

34. All in all subject made twelve r.rips from Istanbul
to Budapest and return. He thus brought to BAGLL the DA
material which the English gavu him, returned with political and
economic intelligence collected in Hungary for the British and
at the same time user3 SC;IWART74 , WIENINGER and ciPOSS to deYiver
letters everywhere in Gorman-occupied countri36-73-tcv:,hem
collect the answers, which he then transmitted to the "working
committee!! in Istanbul in the person of WENIA. It was 60
arrarged that whenevei Subject came to Budapest with letters from
the JOINT, GROSS, 'SCHWARTZ or WIENINGER would be in Budapest to'
take them to wherever it was neceseary.

35. In the summer of 1943, Subject Ilegan having some
fear that the DA material given him by the British might prove
to be highly embarrassing. The English gave him a report about
ship concentrations in Gibraltar and in Malta, and indicated
that these concentrations were intended for an invasion in
Fraone. At the same time the invasion of North Africa happened
and Subject thought that BAGEL might think that the British
planted this inforlaation just to make the German Army cause an
alarm in France and divert their attention ftor: the real in-
varlion. BAGEL actually took thQ 4.:.:).4.mation and did not comment
upon it.

36. Subject explains here how he was able to deliver
the bigger and bigger packages of letters and gold wnich the
TOTNT gave him. Subject had told BAGEL that although the
Ta±kish customs people could easily be suborned by "baksheesh",
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the German-Bulgarian people at Zwillinograd were more attentive
and that there was a danger that the Gestapo might interfere
with his passags through the frontier. T-his is how this
contl:ol was averted: two days before Subject it Istanbul he

' telegIaphed EAGEL's 3ofia's representative, one Stefan 	 10ZIK
at Graf izbetiel'f no2, r-k)fie, the time he would arrive in Scffa.
IQNZIE avised 132:iGL telephonically and arranged for air trans-
port for Subject7-7---BAGEL then advised the customs people of
Zwillinggred and at the Budapest airport of the exact time of
passage of Subject and. he was never held up nor was his	 ggage
examined.

37. Subjeet returned from Istanbul for the last time
in October 1943 7ro4 B_Z,LL's attitude, he suspected that he
smelled a rat. LAGEI. Instead of being enthusiastic about
Sub.-ject's 'q. aperts",told him !.;impl-y that it would be advisable
to stay for a while ir Ludapest and not to leave until he said
so. Subject .immediately ccnveyed his impressions to SPRINGMAN,
and  IENINGER. As WIENINGER wanted to get to Istanbul anyway,
Subject decided to join him and never return. He- actually left
with WIENINGER on 10 Novenber 1943 but was taker. from the train
by the Gestapo a few minutes before its departrae from Zwillins-
grad. WIENINGER wa not bothered and took the rest of Subjectle
luggage and the JOINT letters tc Tritanbul. After three days
in Sofia. Subject was transferred to the German military prison
in Budapest and th'ire interrogated by a Kriminal
FAEHLRIOHT  in the presence of his German chief BAGEL. Tne
latter -10cused him of communicating with the erl emy, but; during
the entire intervier end the subsequent ones gave the impression
that he did not want Subject to be fully accused anc:. condemned,
and later recom.lended that Subject be interned by the Hungarians.
This was done.

38. Subject was interned until 10 January 1944 in the
internment camp of ldstasa. tie received visits from #IENINGER,
SOIBIARTZ.  and even GROSS as well as from his fiancee7--Tfirnigh
paying enormous sums to the doctors, Subject, after faking a
suicide attempt, was then declared insane by a board of (paid)
doctors, and interned in the lunatic asylum of Lipotmezo. There
he was at liberty to receive any visits he wanted. Through his
fiancee he heard that SPRIDTGAAN had left around December 1943 for
Palestine and had been replaced'in his functions by a Dr.

Later he heard that in April-May 1944, SCHWARTZ, luIENINGER  a
GEFRORNER (their GIS chief) had been arrested.

39. Around the middle of May 1944, Subject was told by
the chief doctor that two Gestapo employees had made enquiries
at his office as to the possibility of interrogating Subject.
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Thereupon Sub-ject fled from the lunatic asylum. He hid for five
weeks with a friend. While with this friend he heard that Dr._

KASTVER was arranging a transport of Hungarian Jews to Palestiae.
He cont-acted Dr. KASTNER and asked him what it would cost to
join the transport:" KASAER asked 200,000 pengoe, but when he
was told that he w6s talking with "SHEIZACH ERI" ("The courier
ERI24._the name Subject had in the jOINTL—Ervas given help
without payment. He received false papers from hASTNER under
the name Jose h  BUIRIOLZ i„ and arrived in the place where all the
Jews leav n6 Budapest were gathered; This place was of course
under guard by the Gestapo. As soon as Subject arrived, he was
held by the Gestapo and when he answered that his name was BUCh-
HOLZ, he was told taat he was in reality Erich W ' and to
come along peacefully. Subject strongly suspected KASTNER of
having betrayed him. LASTWER was an old friend of GROSS's and
is now residing in Swit-OTTEnd, afraid to go hack to hungary.

40. After three days,of imprisonment at the G..estapo
prison, he was fully interrogated by the Gestapo about his
activities as a courier for the JOINT. The Gestapo knew every
detail and soon Subject saw that it was useless to deny anything
and thus confessed fully. They knew nothing about his dealings
with O'LEARY, or at least they never interrogated him about it.
Subject suspects GROSS of being the cause of all this. When he
first met hASTNER, the latter told him that Sr:rill'ARTZ 1;IENINGER
and gill24UNIEJAere arrested and that his "friands" GR(K) and
BRANDT fad left Buddpest for Istanbul where they pfEEETO to
reme n permanently.

41. This suspicion was later confirmed by the following
fact::. On 3 November 1944 Subject was told that he was to be
transported to Vienna. He left, chained to SCHWARTZ, and behind 
him WIENINGER chained to GEFRORNER. :They spent threedays and

-111rer—Trilgtrt-8 together In a cattle car and had ample timeato talk
things over. There the GIS agents told Subject that tRANDT had
arranged a card-game in his apartment. GROSS also wag-FFElat.-
The Gestapo arrived and took them all aiE3T-TgENINGER, SCHWARTZ 
and GEFROENER were kept in prison, and GROSS and -BRANDT were
immediately released, which they thought proved oonEragively
thp t they had been betrayed by GROSS and BRANDT (end April 1944).
The four men remained one day in a cell together in the Rosaauer-
laender Prison in the Elisabethpromenade , and were then separated.

42. Subject was interrogated by the Gestapo a number of
times to reconstruct the entire deal. Apparently all the papers
had been destroyed in Budapest and the investigation had to start
all over again.
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43. Subject heard later that SCHW:aTZ  had been freed
around New Year 1945 and has never heard from him since.

•

44. On 6 April 1945, most of the two thousand prisoners
of the prison were freed (among themL%aENINGER). Two hundred
remained, and among them Subject, who wasfreed when the Russians
entered Vienna and opened the doors of the prison, together with
GEFRORNER.

E. ARREST BY THE RUSSIANS

45. As Subject's hoe had boon damaged, he asked
G RORNER whether he could live with him, which the latter per-
mitted. On 13 April 1945, a Russian idajor, accompanied by a
Sergeant, whom Subject later  knew to be called  LISBERG, arrived
in the apartment of GEFRURNLE  and asked for GEFRORNER. Subject
said that he nad left and volunteered tne information that if
they were interested in GEFRORALR's intelligence activities he
could tell them a certain number of things, whereupon they
arrested him and took him to a private house in the Ungargasse,
Vienna III.

46. Subject stayed three days in th c Unga:cgssa and
wa3 once inteT:cogated by a Captain about his autiviLies with the
JOINT and with the GIS. he did not tell them anytalhe about his
DA :s ole for the Allies. Once he accompanied a searching party
who went to_aEDLACHEK's apartment, but could not fine. him. Later
the Russians, who Subject knew to be the NKVD'unit for the
Russian 62nd Division, heard that both  GEFRORNEP and SEDUCHEK 
had been arrested by another unit locatt-d in the BoeEendorfer-
strasse.

47. On 16 or 17 April 1945, the NKVD unit moved to the
Gentzgasse 15, Vienna XV, where he was locked up in a room.
Later he acted as a sort of interpreter translating the needs of
the Russians to the civilians in the house but not taking part
in any interrogations. One day, Greta ROTTER  arrived there and
had a long interview with the Major. Subject did not assist in
it. He knows nothing more about her.

48. As the war was still on and the Russians were
moving forward, the 62nd Division unit moved up also, and around
21 April 1945 the unit moved to a farmhouse in the'nEighborhood
of Boelleimkirchen, about 45 Km. from Vienna, in the direction. of
St. Poelten.
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49. The coapositi011 of the unit was as follows:

a. The major, who was the coaaander, was a man
about 45 years old ., black hair, mediva height, dark eyes. He
told Subject once that he had been on the staff of the Russian
Military Attache in Japan, in some "GPU" capacity. Subject
once accompanied hia bacK to Vienna to fetch the latest conquest
of the Russian Aajor, an Austrian girl named kELYFFERT, who lived
in Gonzagagasse 3, Vienna I,•whom the Major pitbased to take back
to Russia.

b. The Captain, about 26-27 years old, who was the
interrogator of the unit.

C. A woman lieutenant, who did the typing and all
secretarial work.

d. Sergeant LISBERT and another interpreter
(Russian soldier).

e. About thirty soldiers, drivers, guards, etc.
The unit hod three private cars and two trucks.

50. The unit remained in Boeheimkirchen about five
days, during which tine Subject did nothing but await events.
Once he took SEYFFERT to Vienna with the Major.

51. Around 26-27 April 1945, Subject and the entire
unit again went forward and this time installed themselves in a
villa near St. Poelten, on the road toward Amstetten. They
remained there for three days.

52. Then they finally established theaselves in Mahk,
about 90 ha. from Vienna and 30 Ea. from St. Poelten. Subject
remained there two weeks during which tine he again did nothing.
The Major called hia in one day and sent hia to Vienna in a
private car. He arrived with his guard at Theresianume;asse 26
and was locked up in a cellar. A,lieutenant asked him for his
personal data and locked hia up again. After nineteen days he was
interrogated by an Air Corps Captain, who was mainly interested in
knowing whether Subject had been working against Russia. Subject
told' hia the JOINT deal all over again. The Captain promised to
check with his people in Istanbul and would let ilia free if
n6thing would be there against him. Subject was actually freed
after a months time in the prison, after having signed a dezlara-
tion that he would tell nobody that he had been arrested by the
Russians nor that he had been interrogated and on what subjects.
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53. Subject then lived for a while in the apartment of
GEEROR	 . he later went to the Jewish Community and when he
card taat a Viennese, 1.2ra.ji 1jUggl y..cs establishing

branch office of the JOINT under the protection of the Interna-
tional Red Cross, he presented himself to TUCLIMANN as the
"Shcliach ERI" and was given the job of office-manager at the
of •of tile' JOINT, Schottenring 25, Vienna D. He mnnaged the
office help, ,supervised the distribution of foodstuffs and Was
the cashier. tie remained there for two months and a half.
Soon he saw that many foodstuffs were not being given the Jewish
refugees but the hospital and to a numb..-er of Christians. This
was against the rules of the JOINT, and after thinking it over,
Subject decided to quit, which he did around the middle of August
1945.

54. Subject then worked with a certain S 	 SB
who had an information service for the tracing of Ausri
at Johannesgasse 3, Vienna . I. Subject's fiancee, a Hungarian
Jewess, came over with her mother from Budapest at the same
tithe.

55. Subject accepted the proposition of a certain
POL ' to finance the latter's garage with the dowry of his

inn fiancee and put 40,000 Schillings in the proposition.
KLMI the Black Marketeer, had an automobile in the garage which
-197:3-rnuated in the Franzengasse 18, Vienna V. One day the
American CID arrived, looking for KLEbAL, and searched Subject.
On him they found a 420 bill. He asserted that it was a sort of
talisman from his brother in America+ received in 1938, but was
arrested and is now in the Landesgericht prison for com...plicity in
the KLEMM case. AS the CID men were in the garage, three men,
one an Austrian, a Hungarian, and another, and one other, entered
the garage and said they were looking for POLA14. They were also
arrested. On the Hungarian 4200 were found.

Lit'UFt AHD SEDLACHEK

.	 56. Subject was asked whether he knew of other letters
of the JOINT being parried by other people. he remembers that
(possibly) 45_CHWARTZ once took SEDLACEEk to Istanbul and presented
him to WENIA. This astonished Subject very much as SEDLACHEK
was a convinced Nazi and the only Christian with whom the JOINT
people wanted to deal. Subject does not know whether SEDLACHEK 
also carried letters but he thinks so.
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.	 57. One day in the autumn of 1942,	 asked Subject
to transmit a letter to a certcin  LAUT:F.ER  wh lives in the
Materor, in the samo building with the-Gooii . gon7Lits.00. He
had no time to dc it. !lawyer, wLiviA sometimes gave him stacks
of letters to transmit to se,cretpeoplc everywhere, and he
asked his fiancee to deliver thc letter which she did. Subject
asserts that he nevor saw LAUFFER, but that he had heard that
he was once in Ast Prague7EZ-17ttr was working for  GEFRORNFR 
as a very important agent in the Balkans. 116 has always wondered
what VITINTLI s connections were with LAUFFERr During their arrest
GEFRORNER expressed the ouspieicn that it was actually L;JIFFER
w o had betrayed hi.a, SCTRTZ and WIENING:eA.

G. INThRROGIATOR Y S COEMENTS

58. Subject Se(a2E7 to	 cutet, calm and intelligent
perscn. Fe gave the impressien that he has told the truth and
most of his assertions can, we hope, easily be verified.
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